Compact & Cute Water Purifier
Panier de Fleur

5 - ye a r - l i fet i me
f i lter

purchase application

The product name "Panier de Fleur"
means "Flower Basket"
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Enjoy the colorful
Gadget!
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Enjoy mineral!
Only 2yen for 1liter

※
tourmaline

Colorful and cute water puriﬁer

Our products remove chlorine and add

makes the kitchen lovely.

mineral with mineral ores.
※ It does not include water fee

maifan stone
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Iouseki stone
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Enjoy Customize!

Cutting Edge gadget!

You c an customize the puriﬁer with

The corroboration of the craftsmanship

seals!!

and creativity.

Easy to set up
adapter

▼

ring screw

Attachable tap (Can not be installed on faucets other than the below)

Round water tap
(with bulge)

Foam water tap
(For Internal thread)

Round water tap
(straight)

internal thread

●

switching cock

hose-pipe×2

The Web site
for who have a
trouble with tap

http://aqua-lead.jp/jaguchi

Foam water tap
(For External thread)
External thread
(22mm)

straight
tap
16mm
17.5mm
19mm

Detach the foam
metal ﬁtting

10mm or more

Detach the foam
metal ﬁtting

※Foreign tap might not be attachable.

《 The capacity of Panier de Fleur 》

residual
chlorine

●
●

quantity of water to be treated : 4ℓ/min
total flow volume : 23,000ℓ

●Based on the test of JISS3201 ●Besides residual chlorine, this gadget can
remove below items. ●Only residual chlorine remove up to 23,000ℓ

20000ℓ
19000ℓ
1900ℓ
700ℓ
650ℓ
650ℓ

CAT
2-MIB
Lead
trichloroethylene
trihalomethane
tetrachloroethylene

650ℓ
650ℓ
650ℓ
650ℓ
650ℓ

trichloroethylene
dibromochloromethane
bromodichloromethane
chloroform
bromoform

《 oxidation potential 》
●

TAP WATER+ 513mv

●

purified water + 338mv

●The score of the natural water is from 200 to 300ｍｖ ●You can enjoy the water
close to natural water. ●Tested in our company's laboratory

■ specification
body size
weight
minimum dynamic
water pressure
filtered water

178m 100mφ body
a pedestal
1.5㎏

reduced-temperature

0.05Mpa

hose

4 〜8ℓ/min

switching cock

5〜50℃

filter

ATTENTION

SUS304 brass
SPS ABS
antimicrobial-impregnated
1m 2
ABS brass SUS304
MOF hybrid activated
carbon

For using safe, please read carefully

●Do not use when the water is red.●Please run the product for 5-10 second
when you drink purified water.●After the longtime absence , run the gadget for 2
min.●This product is based on the tap water.●Cannot use with water pipe
●This product is not medical products.●Our data is not a guaranteed data
●Design, and spec might be charged without notification.

【 consumable part 】

PRICE

YEN
29,880
without TAX
（

）

filter
switching cock
with 8 adapters
● hose
（1m 2）
●

●

■ manufacturer

AQUALEAD Co Ltd

9,800 YEN
without TAX
（

AQUALEAD HP

〒 501-3303
2426-2,haniu, Tomika-city,Kamo-gun, Gifu

Tel 0574-49-6067 Fax 0574-49-6062
E-mail:aqua @ aqua-lead.jp

）

6 ,800（YEN
without TAX）
3 ,800（YEN
without TAX）

http://aqua-lead.jp

